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Basel capital accord, as supervision regulation for 
international banking risk management, has been widely 
adopted by over 100 nations since established in 1988. It 
stresses on the standard and significance of the capital 
ratios with the hope to set up the universal banking risk 
management standard. With the development of new technology, 
finance innovation, internal banking competition, 
international banking industry has to carry out reform 
including policies, services and banking products then those 
above mentioned changes bring us some terrible lessons such 
as bank collapse and big financial losses. Especially the 
eruption of Asian financial crisis endangered the whole 
banking situation all over the world. This makes the banking 
supervision institutions realize that revision and some 
modifications must be carried out soon. In order to access 
the banking risks from the whole scale to ensure the impact 
on banking businesses and the structure of the capital and 
liability, the new Basel accord established three main 
supporting concepts: the bottom line for capital 
registration, supervision inspection and marketing 
regulation. This for sure will bring the banking market at 
present a great change and significant impact. 
The article is based on the introduction background of 
new Basel Accord and the changes of contents for the primary 














one, bring a new concept of risk management. It also studies 
the means of internal risk management of the new accord in 
order to set up the efficient ways to solve the present 
situation of risk management. Some banking models are 
established here in this article for our further study. 
 
Key Words: the  New  Basel Capital Accord； Commercial  
bank；InternalRatings approaches 
 















一、 选题的意义   


















































三、  研究思路和研究方法     
1、 研究思路 
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